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ABSTRACT 

This study develops a 2D computational parametric analysis of ordinary reinforced concrete frames, 

located in seismic zone, with the aim to evaluate some design suggestions with respect to their 

effectiveness in increasing the structural robustness. Specifically, a five-storey and four-span 2D 

reinforced concrete moment resisting frame is considered, designed in a highly seismic area according 

to both Italian and European codes. Subsequently, respecting the seismic design code provisions 

through a cyclic design procedure, some modifications are suggested regarding the layout of the 

longitudinal reinforcement bars of the beams to exploit the continuity, Vierendeel behaviour and 

influence of the side face reinforcement bars in the beams. For the different modifications, non-linear 

finite element pushdown analyses of the whole frames are performed by imposing a monotonically 

increasing vertical displacement at the point of the column removal in Atena-2D and considering the 

presence of the orthogonal framed systems. Furthermore, two different failure scenarios are 

examined. The numerical force-displacement capacity curves corresponding to the different proposed 

design suggestions are investigated and compared. The results have demonstrated the effectiveness 

in improving the structural robustness of the proposed solutions, especially, of the side face 

reinforcement bars with respect to both flexural and catenary behaviour. The outcomes have also 

highlighted the compatibility between design criteria of both robustness and earthquake engineering.  

 

Keywords: structural robustness, NLFE capacity curve, cyclic design process, RC MR frame, 

Vierendeel behaviour, side face reinforcement bars. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The topic of structural robustness is becoming increasingly relevant within structural engineering due 

to the occurrence of catastrophic events such as, for instance, the gas explosion in the Ronan Point 

Tower (London, 16 May 1968), the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building terrorist attacks (Oklahoma, 

19 April 1995), the World Trade Center attacks (New York, 11 September 2001). Those events 

caused dramatic consequences in terms of lives lost together with social, economic and environmental 

impacts. Regarding the definition of robustness [1] within structural and earthquake engineering [2]-

[3], structures that, in the event of a local damage, are not susceptible to a damage spread or a collapse, 

are defined robust; therefore, robustness indicates the level of insensitivity of a structure to a local 

damage. Moreover, “Eurocode - Basis of structural design” [4] indicates that a structure must be 

designed and built in such a way that it should not be damaged by events such as fire, explosions, 

impacts or the consequences of human errors to an extent disproportionate to the original cause.  

In this context, it is important to outline the scientific activities aimed at defining the levels of risk 

and developing prescriptive tools as well as guidelines and provisions over the world (e.g., [5]-[12]) 

to support the designers in the decisional phases, both for new and existing structural systems. 

Specifically, most of these standards recognize the need of adopting continuity between structural 
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elements and, in particular, continuation of longitudinal reinforcement through supports, as well as 

symmetric longitudinal reinforcement in the beams across a column.  

Previous studies have investigated the influence of some parameters in order to enhance a robust 

design in case of reinforced concrete (RC) buildings: the importance of increasing the longitudinal 

reinforcement to improve the load bearing capacity and, at the same time, the need of reducing the 

stirrup step to reduce flexural-shear interaction causing brittle failure [13]; the benefits of arranging 

the longitudinal reinforcement in a symmetric manner in order to increase the bending capacity of 

beams when the removal of a column causes a switch in the moment sign [14]. The positive effects 

of different structural parameters (i.e., slab thickness and seismic reinforcement) on the progressive 

collapse resistance of beam-slab substructures through experimental tests are examined in [15]-[16]. 

These works also concluded that an increase in the height of the beam is beneficial but only for the 

beam behaviour and does not influence the catenary behaviour. A full-scale building was tested in 

[17], analysing the capability of the structure to exploit flexural and Vierendeel beam actions as 

alternative load paths in case of corner column removal. The parametric analysis on RC frames under 

corner column loss of [18] demonstrated that the collapse-resistance capacity increases with the 

height of the beam section and the percentage of the lower steel reinforcing bars of the beam. 

However, larger heights of the beams are associated to weaker rotation capacity of beam-column 

joints and ductility of the frame.  

The beneficial effects of RC slab strips thanks to the development of catenary actions have been 

discussed in [19]. In [20], experimental works on multi-storey planar steel sub-frames are described 

and numerically simulated, in order to study the effects of different boundary constraints on the 

collapse behaviour, including the positive effects of a RC slab. Moreover, an experimental and 

numerical study on a beam-column RC sub-structure is described in [21], to evaluate the effects of 

transverse beams and the slab. Similarly, the research developed in [22] has highlighted the 

advantages when the effects of transverse elements are considered, leading to the importance of 

including the three-dimensionality in the plane model. This conclusion was also reached in [23] by 

comparing the results of 2D and 3D models in terms of incremental dynamic analyses, demonstrating 

how secondary beams represent a source of additional stiffness and resistance in case of base-column 

loss scenario. The strength and stiffness increase against vertical collapse in infilled frames with 

respect to bare frames is demonstrated in [24], also studying the influence of many geometric and 

mechanical parameters.  

Other works are mainly focused on theoretically quantifying structural robustness. In [25], a 

robustness matrix based on a measure of the accidental events types and intensities is defined. In [26], 

a simplified tying force method is elaborated to evaluate progressive collapse performance of 

different RC systems. An analytical model is studied to evaluate the ultimate bearing capacity of one-

way and two-way RC slabs [27] and RC flat slabs [28] in case of column loss scenarios. A piecewise 

multi-linear curve is numerically obtained in [29], to predict the structural response of RC beam-

column sub-assemblages under column loss events. 

Some advantages of seismic detailing for RC structures are commented in [30]-[32]. For instance, the 

results in [33]-[34] underlined that if the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building had been designed with 

seismic detailing, a reduction of damage of 50% could have occurred. On the other hand, although 

seismic design can increase the load-bearing capacity of the members, it is not always enough to 

guarantee resistance against progressive collapse [13].  

Most the abovementioned literature studies have evaluated the robustness of RC structures by means 

of sub-assemblies or carrying out theoretical or 3D fiber-based analyses with specific assumptions.  

This study aims to increase the robustness of a 3D RC building in seismic zone by improving the 

design of the plane frames. In this way, it presents a 2D computational parametric analysis of ordinary 

RC moment resisting (MR) frames, designed in a highly seismic area, with the aim to evaluate some 

design suggestions with respect to their effectiveness in increasing the structural robustness. 

Specifically, a five-story and four-span 2D RC MR frame is considered, designed in a highly seismic 

area according to both Italian [35] and European [36] codes. Subsequently, some modifications are 
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suggested, always respecting the seismic design code provisions by means of a cyclic design 

procedure. In detail, different configurations of longitudinal reinforcement bars of the beams have 

been proposed with respect to the continuity and Vierendeel behaviour as well as the benefits of 

accounting for side face reinforcement bars in the beams are deepened. Furthermore, two different 

failure scenarios are investigated. For the different improvements, 2D non-linear finite element 

(NLFE) pushdown analyses of the whole frames are performed by imposing a monotonically 

increasing vertical displacement at the point of the column removal and considering the influence of 

the orthogonal framed structures. The numerical force-displacement capacity curves corresponding 

to the different proposed design suggestions are investigated and compared. Regarding both failure 

scenarios, the results have demonstrated the effectiveness in improving the structural robustness of 

the proposed solutions, such as the arrangement of the longitudinal rebars, presence of the side face 

rebars and adoption of the same amount of longitudinal reinforcement in some or all floors in order 

to exploit the Vierendeel effects. These improvements turned out to be effective with respect to both 

flexural and catenary behaviour. The outcomes have also showed the compatibility between 

robustness and earthquake engineering design criteria for RC MR frames.  

2. ROBUSTNESS OF A 2D RC FRAME: THE PUSHDOWN OR CAPACITY CURVE 

RC members present a non-linear response, especially, after formation of concrete cracks and yielding 

of reinforcing bars. Moreover, in presence of large displacements, consequential to the removal of a 

column, the so-called geometrical non-linearity outcomes take place, which must be considered. 

Therefore, non-linear static analyses permit to investigate the structural response, even if the dynamic 

effects are not accounted for [37],[38]. In this way, the displacement-controlled pushdown analysis 

is effective to define the resulting capacity curves [39]-[41]. The non-linear analysis can be carried 

out by defining a NL numerical model and imposing a monotonically increasing vertical displacement 

to the point at the top of the removed column, obtaining, as a result of each step, the force that the 

rest of the structure is able to provide at the same point. The resulting curve is the so-called force-

displacement capacity curve or reaction-displacement capacity curve or pushdown curve [39]-[41]. 

The structural behaviour of RC MR frames subjected to this failure scenario can be characterised by 

three phases: i) the first phase (i.e., flexural behaviour) depends on the bending behaviour of the beam 

and lasts with the formation of plastic hinges at the connection points between beam and column. The 

lateral points are displaced towards the external part, because of the cracking and consequent 

elongation of the beam (i.e., outward horizontal displacements). In fact, the beam is subjected to 

compressive arching forces because of the stiffness of the columns that oppose the beam elongation; 

ii) the second phase (i.e., softening) is characterized by a softening response with a reduction of the 

reaction at the point where the column is removed. The compressive arching forces and, consequently, 

the horizontal displacements start to reduce; iii) the third phase (i.e., catenary effect) presents an 

increase of the reaction for increasing vertical displacement in the point of removal. The horizontal 

displacements reduce and change sign (i.e., the external columns move towards the inner part), being 

the beam in tension. This derives from a combination of the flexural and catenary effects in the rebars.  

It is important to underline that if the reinforcement does not continue over the external columns, the 

softening is not possible and only flexural behaviour of the beam takes the load [12].  

Within the capacity curve, the maximum resistant load in the flexural phase (i.e., flexural peak) is 

denoted as 𝑷𝑴𝑨𝑿,𝑭𝑳, whereas the maximum resistant load at the end of the curve (i.e., ultimate 

resistance) is identified as PMAX,RES. Various experimental results [15]-[16],[21],[42]-[45] highlighted 

that the activation of catenary effect coincides with a displacement equal to almost the depth of the 

beam. 

Following the energetic approach by [41], the capacity curve with these peak resistances define the 

internal work, whereas the external work is provided by the external action. This latter can be assumed 

equal to the corresponding reaction PEXT of the column [8],[11] before the removal and depends on 

the loads (i.e., permanent structural loads, non-structural loads and variable loads) within the 

accidental combination according to the codes [35],[36]. In addition, this external reaction PEXT, 
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because of the dynamic effects caused by the removal of the column, must be increased by a dynamic 

coefficient λ obtaining PEXT,DYN. If the capacity curve accounts for the self weight, the external 

reaction PEXT,DYN should consider only the dynamically amplified rate of the self weight, as follows:  

 , ( 1)EXT DYN EXT SWP P P = + −  (1) 

where PSW is the external reaction due to the self weight, that has not to be considered in PEXT. When 

NL simulations are carried out, the dynamic coefficient λ assumes values in the range 1-1.5 [17],[60]. 

Indeed, the energetic approach [41] represents a very useful methodology for the assessment of λ 

given the knowledge of the capacity curve and to identify the performance point on the capacity curve 

(i.e., when the internal energy equals the external work). Therefore, the evaluation of the capacity 

curve is fundamental for a robustness-based design. 

3. DESIGN SUGGESTIONS TO IMPROVE THE ROBUSTNESS 

With the aim to improve the robustness of a RC structural system, different literature studies together 

with codes provide important provisions as follows: 

- Support-continuity: according to design load scenarios related to ultimate limit state (ULSs) 

and service limit states (SLSs) and seismic verifications, the beams are designed with a non-

constant longitudinal reinforcement, but larger in the most stressed sections. As for a sudden 

loss of a supporting column, the beams have to assume a tie behaviour and this is possible 

through continuous longitudinal reinforcement bars over the supports [5]-[7],[12],[17]; 

- Section symmetry (S): referring to design load scenarios related to ULSs, SLSs and seismic 

verifications, the value and sign of the bending moment in the spans of the beams are different 

from the ones of the moment at the supports, so the bottom longitudinal reinforcement is 

different from the top one. When loss of a load-bearing column occurs, some sections undergo 

to opposite bending moments. Therefore, the second suggestion [5],[14] consists in providing 

the same reinforcement in the two chords of the beam, making the section symmetrical; 

- Lateral springs: the presence of the orthogonal structural systems can highly and positively 

influence the response of the structure when a supporting column collapses, as demonstrated 

in [19]-[21],[58],[61]-[64]. In general, the horizontal flexural-shear response of the orthogonal 

beams combined with the slabs can produce “3D effects” with important benefits.  

In this study, the continuity as well as the elastic springs, related to the contribution of the orthogonal 

systems, are considered, as explained in the next sections. Inspired by [12] and [17], the following 

robustness suggestions are proposed in addition or substitution of the section symmetry (S) 

recommendation:  

- Continuity (C): the continuity is intended as having all the longitudinal reinforcement bars 

continuous over the supports and increasing the length of the longitudinal rebars in the upper 

chord of the beams, at each edge of the beams, until 1.5m from the column axis (i.e., 30% of 

the span length) in addition to the anchorage length. This derives from the major extension of 

the bending moment in the upper chord of the beams due to the column loss. This is finalised 

to avoid plastic hinges in cross-sections with lower flexural resistance and ductility; 

- Global floor equality (E): the longitudinal reinforcement in the beams of the lower floors is 

typically higher, because of higher external bending moments within the seismic combination. 

In the case of a supporting column loss, due to the reduced axial extensibility of the column, 

all floors can be assumed subjected to the same displacement in correspondence of the 

removed column and, therefore, to the same internal actions (i.e., Vierendeel behaviour). 

Thus, it is suggested to apply to all the floors the same amount of reinforcement of the first 

floor (i.e., the largest one). 

- Partial floor equality (PE): this suggestion has the same reasons of the previous one (i.e., to 

take advantage of the Vierendeel effects) but consists in applying only to the last floor the 

same amount of longitudinal reinforcement of the first one; 
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- Side face rebars: the presence of the side face reinforcement bars can play a crucial role to 

anticipate the transition towards the catenary activation at lower vertical displacements. In 

fact, since they are located close to the section geometric barycenter, their contribution to 

flexural response is reduced and so can provide an important contribution to a tension 

response facilitating tie behavior. The proposal is to include these rebars in the design and 

numerical analyses. 

Obviously, by applying all or some of the proposed modifications to the longitudinal reinforcement 

arrangement of the beams, the resistant moments in the sections change, and this influences the 

seismic design with respect to the capacity design principles. A cyclic redesign is, thus, proposed to 

achieve a compatibility between robustness and seismic design as shown in Fig. 1 and discussed later. 

 

 
 

ULSs and SLSs 

verifications 

 

 

ROBUSTNESS 

suggestions 

 

 

SEISMIC  

verifications 

 

 
Fig. 1 Representation of the cyclic design process. 

In the following, the above-mentioned robustness improvements together with the cyclic redesign are 

numerically tested for a RC MR frame in seismic zone by combing all or some of the proposed 

suggestions in order to investigate both the flexural behaviour and catenary effects for two failure 

scenarios as well as to optimize the amount of reinforcement layout. It is worth underling that the 

presence of the catenary stage in the capacity curves can ensure a stable structural performance in 

case of a progressive collapse with large dynamic effects. 

4. DESIGN OF 2D RC MR FRAMES IN SEISMIC ZONE 

To assess the effectiveness of the suggestions, the starting point is the design of a 2D multi-storey 

RC MR frame, consisting of four floors plus roof, four spans, regular in elevation and symmetrical. 

The design is carried out following the seismic design guidelines of both NTC2018 [35] and EC8 

[36], assuming L'Aquila city (Italy) as reference site and a high ductility class. The frame has spans 

with length of 5 m, inter-storey height of 3 m and transverse influence width of 5 m (Fig. 2). All the 

beams have dimensions of 40x50 cm, while columns have 60x60 cm sections. A large height of the 

beam has been selected in line with the need of achieving a larger bearing capacity in flexural stage 

[15]-[17]. This can be beneficial to reach earlier the performance point in terms of energetic 

equivalence [41]. At the same time, a relatively large height-to-width ratio of the beam (i.e., 80%) 

derives from the need of facilitating a more ductile behaviour in the post-peak stage to reach the 

activation of the catenary [24]. The RC slabs present joists along one direction (Fig. 2(a)), typical in 

some countries (e.g., Italy). 
 

    

a) 

Frame 

considered 

x 

y 

     

A           B           C           B’         A’ b) 

x 

z 

 

Fig. 2 Geometry of the multi-storey RC MR frame: (a) plan view with joists framework direction; (b) lateral view. 

Measurements in m.  
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Regarding the reinforcement, B450C steel reinforcing bars [35] are used: ϕ18 for the longitudinal 

reinforcement of the beams, ϕ20 for the columns and ϕ8 for the stirrups of both the structural 

elements. In addition, C25/30 concrete [35] with 3.5 cm of concrete clear cover is used in any element. 

All the different gravity loads combined with the snow and wind actions according to NTC2018 [35] 

and EC8 [36] are considered. Moreover, the seismic actions derived from the different combinations 

[35],[36] have been considered within the numerical code SAP2000 [46]. Regarding ULSs and SLSs 

verifications and the capacity-design principles for the different seismic code LSs, the structural 

detailing is computed. Fig. 3(a) illustrates the reinforcement detailing obtained from the verifications. 

The transversal reinforcement in the beams is made of 2-legs ϕ8 stirrups arranged with a spacing of 

10 cm in the dissipative zone and 15 cm in the central zones of the spans, for all the floors. 

As for the columns reinforcement (Fig. 3(b)), the use of 12ϕ20 longitudinal reinforcing bars is 

obtained for the bending reinforcement (located symmetrically in both directions), while the shear 

reinforcement consists of 4-legs ϕ8 with a spacing of 10 cm, along the entire length of the structural 

element apart from the nodes (i.e., beam-column nodes) where the spacing is equal to 5 cm. 

 

 

 

 

a) 

A 

A’ 

BEAM 4th-5th  floor 

BEAM 1st-2nd-3rd floor 

A 

A’ 

cross-section A-A’ 

cross-section A-A’ 

 
 

 b) 

 
Fig. 3 Longitudinal and transverse reinforcement arrangement for: (a) beams with the cross-sections; (b) columns. 

Measurements in cm. Indication of position of two cross sections in the beams. 

5. DEFINITION OF NLFE MODEL TO SIMULATE THE FAILURE SCENARIOS  

This section deals with the definition of the 2D NLFE models of the 2D RC frame (i.e., Fig. 2) 

finalised to investigate the capacity curves with the possible catenary effects, assuming the removal 

of a base column as the local failure scenario induced, for example, by detonation or explosion or 

foundation failure. In this study, two different failure scenarios are considered: first, the removal of 

the central column, then, the removal of the second to last column (Fig. 5-Fig. 6). Only these two 

failure scenarios together with the specific frame under study are examined since they represent the 

worst situations in a 3D building where any contribution deriving from infills [19],[22],[24] is absent. 

Only by means of 2D FE simulations, it is possible to consider the non-linear response of the RC 

frame with respect to ductile or brittle failures in local or global resistance mechanisms for the 
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proposed robustness suggestions characterised by different modifications in the floors. 3D FEM 

analyses are not necessary since the study aims to increase the robustness of a 3D RC building in 

seismic zone by improving the design of the plane frames. This is a safe design scope for buildings, 

especially, with RC slabs having joists along one direction. 

To carry out these analyses, the FE software Atena-2D [47] is used. Four-node quadrilateral iso-

parametric plane stress finite elements are adopted, with an element thickness in the transverse 

direction of 60 cm for the columns and 40 cm for the beams and selecting the Element size, i.e., the 

mesh size, varying between 0.05 and 0.1 m. The choice of the element size derives from an iterative 

process of numerical accuracy. The equations are solved by means of standard Newton-Raphson 

iterative procedure based on a linear approximation hypothesis. The tolerances are set equal to 1.0% 

for the norm of displacement error, varying from 1.0% to 1.5% for both the norm of residual force 

error and maximum error of residual forces and 1.0‰ for the out-of-balance energy error (as 

suggested in [48]-[49]). The maximum number of iterations for each step is set equal to 2500.  
Two materials (i.e., concrete and reinforcing steel) are modelled as follows to consider the mechanical 

non-linearities in addition to the geometrical ones. 

As for the first material (i.e., C25/30 [35]), concrete is modelled as SBeta Material, for which the 

formulation of constitutive models is considered in the plane stress state. Regarding the tensile 

behaviour, a “local strain” tension softening type model is considered, where the tension stiffening 

effect [48] is included by means of a linear post-peak branch up to the zero strength in correspondence 

of a strain equal to 10fctm/Ecm, being fctm the mean value of the tensile strength (i.e., 2.56 MPa) and 

Ecm the mean secant elastic modulus, computed according to [2]. Furthermore, the cracking process 

has been reproduced using the “Smeared cracking” with fixed crack direction model [51],[52]. With 

reference to the behaviour in compression, the non-linear response is introduced by selecting the 

“Softening Modulus” option. In detail, the compression before the peak stress is derived by the 

formula recommended in CEB-FIP Model Code 90 [53], while the post-peak compression is linearly 

descending and it is based on a local strain softening according to Saatcioglu and Razvi model [54], 

which accounts for the multiaxial state of stress. Specifically, the post-peak elastic modulus Ed is the 

slope of the post-peak branch in correspondence to a reduction of stress after the peak equal to 15%. 

The parameter to consider the reduction of compressive strength due to cracks is set equal to 0.8, 

which represents the maximal strength reduction under the large transverse strain, in line with the 

experimental results of [55]. The compressive behaviour of concrete is shown in Fig. 4(a). 

Specifically, the constitutive model in compression has been derived for: unconfined concrete (i.e., 

concrete effective cover - “unconfined”), concrete in non-dissipative areas of beams (“beam ND”), 

concrete in dissipative area of beams (“beam D” considering the step of the stirrups), concrete in 

columns, concrete in beam-column nodes (considering the stirrup diameter). Finally, a variable shear 

retention factor [56] is assumed to consider the reduction of shear stiffness due to cracks occurrence.  
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Fig. 4 Constitutive laws: (a) concrete compressive behaviour; (b) steel tensile and compressive behaviour. 

Regarding the second material, B450C reinforcing steel [35] is defined by the Reinforcement material 

type. A bi-linear curve with hardening constitutive law both in tension and in compression is 

considered assuming the mean values of the mechanical properties as shown in Fig. 4(b). Moreover, 
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both steel longitudinal and transverse reinforcement are modelled as “discrete bar” elements (i.e., 

truss elements), assuming a perfect bond with the concrete. The yielding strength is equal to the mean 

value of B450C reinforcing steel (i.e., 489 MPa), while the ultimate strength is equal to 611 MPa 

(i.e., by considering an ultimate-to-yielding strength ratio equal to 1.25 as suggested by [35]). The 

ultimate strain is assumed equal to 0.18. This last assumption, together with the ultimate-to-yielding 

ratio, are in accordance with different experimental tests investigating the robustness of RC sub-

assemblies [15]-[16],[43]-[58] as well as in line with the results of monotonic tensile tests conducted 

on a wide range of steel reinforcing specimens [59]. The elastic modulus is equal to 210 GPa [2].  

The geometrical characteristics of the frame are included by modelling the points, lines and macro-

elements (i.e., quadrilateral elements) as shown in Fig. 5 for the first failure scenario. As it can be 

observed, the frame is modelled without the related base column and the step-by-step evolution of 

the structural behaviour is studied by applying a vertically imposed displacement at the top point of 

the removed column, without considering any other action apart from the self-weight. In this way, it 

is possible to perform displacement-controlled NLFE pushdown analyses and assess the structural 

response as well as the deformation, crack pattern and stress state, investigating the residual resistance 

of the structure (i.e., capacity curve). Furthermore, steps of 1 cm imposed displacement have been 

considered. Finally, fully fixed constraints are considered at the bottom of each column.  

Note that a vertical or horizontal displacement is positive if it respects the orientation of the axis z or 

x, respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 6 for the two failure scenarios. 

  

 

a) 

         

          

          

b) 

 

Fig. 5 Representation of the 2D NLFE model for the first failure scenario with: (a) joints, lines, macro-elements and 

mesh; (b) longitudinal and transversal reinforcement.  

  

 

 

 

a) A                B               C                B’              A’ 

x 

z  

 

 

b)    A              B              C              B’             A’ 

x 

z  
Fig. 6 NLFE pushdown analysis schemes for the (a) first and (b) second failure scenarios.  

6. THE FIRST FAILURE SCENARIO: NLFE ANALYSES OF THE RC MR FRAME FOR 

THE DIFFERENT ROBUSTNESS IMPROVEMENTS  

This section presents the capacity curves achieved from several NLFE simulations of the RC MR 

frame corresponding to the different design suggestions to increase the robustness capability of the 

structural system. Table 1 summarises all the analyses conducted for various combinations of the 
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different improvements together with the corresponding nomenclatures or acronyms. The failure 

scenario corresponding to the central column removal (i.e., column C) is commented in this section.  

Table 1: Summary of the different types of NLFE analyses. 

Model 
Support-

Continuity 
Continuity 

Section 

symmetry 

Orthogonal 

contribution  
Global Floor 

equality 

Partial Floor 

Equality 

Side Face 

rebars 

STANDARD ✔ ✘ ✘ ✘ ✘ ✘ ✘ 

        

C ✔ ✔ ✘ ✘ ✘ ✘ ✘ 

CS ✔ ✔ ✔ ✘ ✘ ✘ ✘ 

CS+springs ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✘ ✘ ✘ 

        

CSE+springs ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✘ 

CPE+springs ✔ ✔ ✘ ✔  ✘ ✔ ✘ 

CSE+springs+rebars ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

        

C+springs+rebars ✔ ✔ ✘ ✔ ✘ ✘ ✔ 

CPE+springs+rebars ✔ ✔ ✘ ✔  ✘ ✔ ✔ 

6.1. STANDARD model 

In Fig. 7(a), the NLFE pushdown curve is shown for the frame designed according to the current code 

rules, denoted as “STANDARD”. The design respects only the continuity over the supports. The value 

of 𝑷𝑴𝑨𝑿,𝑭𝑳 is equal to 811 kN; after the flexural peak, the model shows a softening phase followed 

by a failure in correspondence of PMAX,RES equal to 738 kN. This drop is reached at an imposed 

displacement of around 20 cm due to the formation of concentrated curvatures in critical areas. These 

critical areas (Fig. 7 (b)) are located in the beams where there is the transition from dissipative to non-

dissipative zone with changes in both the longitudinal and transverse reinforcement arrangement.  

It is noteworthy that the shear capacities of the beams close to the column removed are equal to 158.6 

kN and 264.4 kN, respectively, in the dissipative and non-dissipative area, and are not overcome.  
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Fig. 7 Results of the pushdown analysis for the STANDARD model: (a) capacity curve; (b) failure mode with the critical 

regions; (c) horizontal displacements of the beam-column nodes; (d) vertical displacements of the beam-column nodes. 
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The structure does not show any catenary behaviour. In fact, there is an increasing outward horizontal 

movement of the columns (Fig. 7(c)), due to the arching behaviour of the beams, without any shift in 

sign. At the same time, Fig. 7(d) shows that the column B, which is the closest to the collapsed area, 

tends to first move downward due to the flexural behaviour and then, because of the arching behaviour 

of the beams, tend to move upward following the rotation of the nodes. On the other hand, being 

external, the nodes of the column A are less influenced by the initial flexural stage. 

6.2. Models with continuity, symmetry and springs 

This subsection deals with three modifications: continuity, symmetry and orthogonal contribution.  

The modification of reinforcement bars in the frame is initially evaluated applying the continuity 

criterion. In particular, continuous longitudinal rebars are arranged along each beam as proposed in 

Section 3: this model is identified with the acronym “C”. The new arrangement of the longitudinal 

reinforcement along 1.5m at two edges of the spans is made of 3ϕ18 in the lower chord of all the 

beams of the five floors, while 5ϕ18 in the upper chord for the first three floors and 4ϕ18 in the last 

two floors. Both the ULSs and seismic verifications are verified for the new arrangement of the 

longitudinal reinforcement. Thus, shear reinforcement of the beams, longitudinal and shear 

reinforcement of the columns and beam-column nodes remained unchanged (Fig. 3-Fig. 4).  

The second additional modification is the symmetry in the cross-sections, with the aim to have the 

same quantity of reinforcing bars between the upper and lower chord, maintaining the continuity. 

This model, defined with the acronym “CS”, is characterized by a reinforcing bar arrangement along 

1.5m at two edges of the beams as follows: 5ϕ18 in both levels for the first three floors (Fig. 8(b)) 

and 4ϕ18 above and below in the two remaining floors (Fig. 8(b)). According to the proposed cyclic 

design process, this modification caused a change of the stirrup steps from 10 cm to 7.5 cm in the 

dissipative zone for the beams of the first three floors to respect the seismic verifications. Similarly, 

for the beam-column nodes of the columns B, C and B’, a change in the stirrup diameter from ϕ8 to 

ϕ10 was necessary, maintaining the step of 5 cm. On the other hand, the longitudinal and transverse 

reinforcement of the columns remained unchanged. Of course, these changes in the transverse 

reinforcement of beams and nodes also imply a modification of the constitutive law for the confined 

concrete of the dissipative area for both beams (“beam D step 7.5cm”) and beam-column nodes 

(“beam-column node ϕ10”) according to [54]. The modifications in terms of constitutive law for 

concrete in compression together with longitudinal and transverse reinforcement arrangement are 

illustrated in Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 8 CS model: (a) Constitutive laws of concrete in compression; (b) distribution of the longitudinal and transverse 

reinforcement in the cross-sections of Fig. 3(a) and in the beam-column nodes. 

Thirdly, the contribution provided by the orthogonal systems to the frame with continuity and 

symmetry has been modelled by means of elastic springs. In fact, in a 3D building, the lateral 

displacements of a plane frame are limited due to the influence of the transverse structural elements, 

which stiffen the structure and surely enhance the robustness [19]-[20],[24],[61]-[64]. However, it is 

not straightforward to experimentally calibrate the stiffness of the lateral constraints [29]. The lateral 

constraint conditions, determined by the transverse beams belonging to the orthogonal framed 
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systems and slabs with one-way joists, have been herein modelled, in a simplified way, by means of 

elastic translational springs. In this work, the rotational stiffness has been discarded since it does not 

influence the development of catenary action, and has a negligible influence on the flexural peak, as 

highlighted in [20],[29]. The stiffnesses of these translational elastic springs are properly calibrated 

for each node of the five floors through elastic analyses in SAP2000 [46] conducted on the 3D 

structure, in absence of the specific base column (Fig. 9(a)). Specifically, the elastic axial contribution 

of the one-way RC slabs having thickness of 4 cm [35] with the one-way joists of 20 cm is modelled. 

The orthogonal frames (in the y-z plane) are assumed to have the same geometrical and mechanical 

characteristics of the frame under study (in x-z plane). In addition, the torsional and bending stiffness 

of all the beams and the bending stiffness of the columns are properly reduced according to [65]-[67] 

to consider the non-linear behaviour in a simplified way; the axial and bending stiffness of beams and 

the bending stiffness of the columns of the frame under study (in x-z plane) are nullified since their 

contributions are accounted for in the 2D FE model. To compute the stiffness at each node for each 

floor, a unitary horizontal force in the out-of-plane direction of the orthogonal frame (i.e., x direction) 

is applied to that node (Fig. 9(a)). The unitary horizontal force divided by the displacement provides 

the elastic stiffness of the spring at that node. This procedure has been repeated for each node of all 

the columns apart from the one subjected to the sudden collapse. Then, a spring on each node of the 

frame under study is applied, as shown in Fig. 9(b). The numerical values of the stiffnesses are 

reported in Table 2. This model is denoted as “CS+springs model”.  

Table 2: Elastic spring stiffness for the different floors for column C removal. 

 
Spring Stiffness - column A and A’ 

[N/m] 

Spring Stiffness - column B and B’ 

[N/m] 

1st floor 9.775E+07 9.634E+07 

2nd floor 7.143E+07 7.062E+07 

3rd floor 5.291E+07 5.247E+07 

4th floor 4.122E+07 4.095E+07 

5th floor 3.291E+07 3.270E+07 
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Fig. 9 Lateral constraint conditions: (a) 3D structure modelled in SAP 2000: example of calibrating the spring stiffness 

for the last floor, column A; (b) springs positions (in blue) within the frame under study in ATENA-2D. 

Fig. 10 presents a comparison between these three models, considering the removal of the column C.  

With respect to the STANDARD model, the continuity of longitudinal rebars (i.e., C model) leads to 

an increase of the ultimate imposed displacement, equal to 30 cm. In fact, the proposed continuity 

criterion leads to a better redistribution of stresses along the beam length (Fig. 10 (b)) because 

increases the flexural resistance and ductility of the most stressed cross-sections and, thus, it 

implicates a delay in the strength drop. Moreover, for the increase of the total amount of 

reinforcement, the flexural peak slightly increases compared to the previous case, reaching a value of 

846 kN. Another improvement is that the transition from positive (downward) to negative (upward) 

vertical displacement of the nodes (Fig. 10(c)) is more pronounced since the more ductile response. 

This result is in line with [12], where it is underlined that if the reinforcement is continuous over the 
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lateral columns, the structure shows a larger softening. However, no catenary stage occurs: the nodes 

continue to move outward (horizontal displacement) without any reduction (Fig. 10 (d)). 
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Fig. 10 Results of the displacement-controlled pushdown analyses: (a) capacity curves; (b) failure mode with the critical 

regions; (c),(e),(g) horizontal displacements of the beam-column nodes for C, CS and CS+springs models; (d),(f),(h) 

vertical displacements of the beam-column nodes for C, CS and CS+springs models. 

As for the CS model, the main outcome is an important recovery in the strength of the post-peak 

flexural trend with the ultimate resistance that reaches a value of 1153 kN for an ultimate imposed 

displacement of 77 cm. The flexural peak also increases and equal to 1037 kN. In addition, at a 

displacement higher than 30 cm there is the beginning of the activation of the catenary behaviour for 

the beams of the frame. The catenary stage activates when the vertical imposed displacement reaches 

almost the depth of the beam, as observed in the experimental tests [50]. The catenary activation is 
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not only visible from the capacity curve (Fig. 10(a)), but also observing the horizontal and vertical 

displacements of the beam-column nodes. Regarding the horizontal ones (Fig. 10 (e)), the transition 

from an arching to a catenary behaviour implies the shift from compressive to tensile actions on the 

beams. This implies that the nodes start to displace inward and downward (Fig. 10 (e-f)). Finally, the 

peak strain reached along the longitudinal reinforcement is equal to the ultimate value of 18% in the 

upper bars close to the adjacent columns (i.e., columns B and B’). The plot in Fig. 10(a) also shows 

intermediate values of the reinforcement deformations between 10% and 18%. 

Regarding the additional presence of the lateral constraints (i.e., CS+springs model), it implies an 

increase in the flexural peak due to the axial loads acting on the beams, with a flexural peak of 1330 

kN. At the same time, the presence of lateral constraints facilitates the transition towards catenary at 

displacements between 20 cm and 40 cm. Results in terms of vertical displacements (Fig. 10(h)) of 

the nodes show that the horizontal springs tend to reduce the arching effects of the beams with respect 

to the previous cases. In fact, the upward movement proper of the arching phase is less pronounced, 

while the downward movements that initiate with the catenary stage are more marked. The constraints 

of nodes are also visible in the horizontal displacements shown in Fig. 10(g), for which the outward 

horizontal displacements of the columns A and B are less pronounced with respect to the inward 

displacements caused by the tying effect of the rebars. The resistance loss registered at a displacement 

of around 40 cm (Fig. 10(a)) is due to the crushing of concrete in the sections of the beams close to 

the column B and B’. Finally, the peak strain reached along the longitudinal reinforcement is equal 

to the ultimate value of 18% in the lower bars of the beams close to column C. 

As for the ultimate resistance capacity (i.e., Hrd) of the equivalent elastic springs along the horizontal 

direction corresponding to the ultimate resistance bending moments of the orthogonal beams in the 

y-z plane, the springs fail for displacements at the end of the catenary path. It should be noted that 

the resistance capacity associated to the horizontal shear resistance of the orthogonal beams in the y-

z plane is never overcome.  

It is noteworthy that by considering the presence of the orthogonal frame (i.e., CS+springs model) in 

addition to continuity and symmetry, the ultimate resistance of the capacity curve as well as the 

flexural peak increase. Note that the beginning of the activation of the catenary behaviour at a 

displacement of 20 cm means a rotation angle of 0.04.  

On the basis of the energetic approach [41], the catenary behaviour ensures the stability of the 

performance within a robustness-based design. In fact, since the structural response depends on the 

equivalence between the external and internal works [41], it is always desirable that it is reached for 

low values of the rotation angle to reduce damage to concrete as required to respect the “life safety” 

limit state. To this aim, if the catenary effects start earlier, it is easier to find the work equivalence for 

lower rotation angles. Furthermore, in case of large dynamic features characterising the progressive 

collapse, the presence of the catenary behaviour is also fundamental for large displacements to avoid 

the collapse according to the “near-collapse” limit state. It follows that the two essential requirements 

are to increase the flexural peak optimizing the amount of the rebars as well as anticipate the 

activation of the catenary. Thus, further improvements, suggested in Section 3, are presented in the 

following to investigate these two objectives.  

6.3. Models with global or partial equality and side face rebars 

In this subsection, other new proposals in terms of both equal reinforcement arrangements in the 

floors and presence of the side face rebars are investigated.  

At first, the additional improvement is to adopt an equal configuration of the longitudinal reinforcing 

bars in all the floors, maintaining the previous criteria of both continuity and section symmetry 

together with the presence of the springs. This model is denoted as “CSE+springs”. Particularly, the 

aim of adopting the same amount of reinforcement in all the floors is to reduce the mechanical efforts 

in the lower floors and redistribute the stresses among all the floors. Specifically, 5ϕ18 rebars are 

arranged continuously and symmetrically along 1.5m at two edges in all the beams of the five floors. 

To respect capacity design principles within the proposed cyclic procedure, this implies that: the 
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stirrup step is 7.5 cm for the dissipative areas in the beams of all the floors and the stirrup diameter 

of all the beam-column nodes is ϕ10 with the same step of 5 cm. Again, the longitudinal and 

transverse reinforcement of the columns remained unchanged. Obviously, the change in the stirrup 

diameter of the beam-column nodes also implies a modification of the constitutive laws for the 

confined concrete according to [54]. These modifications are summarized in Fig. 11(a)-(b). 

 

Fig. 11 (a) Constitutive laws of concrete in compression for both CSE+springs model and CSE+springs+rebars model; 

(b) longitudinal and transverse reinforcement in the cross-sections of Fig. 3(a) and in the beam-column nodes for 

CSE+springs model; (c) longitudinal and transverse reinforcement in the cross-sections of Fig. 3(a) and in the beam-

column nodes for CSE+springs+rebars model. 

Another combination consists in applying the criteria of continuity, symmetry and floor equality only 

for the first and the last floor, maintaining only the continuity in the three intermediate ones. This 

new model is identified as “CPE+springs” model. This means to adopt, along 1.5m at two edges of 

the beams, (5+5)ϕ18 in the first and last floors, (3+5)ϕ18 in the second and third floors and (3+4)ϕ18 

in the fourth floor (Fig. 12(b)). To respect the cyclic design methodology, the following modifications 

with respect to the STANDARD model have been needed: the stirrup step of the first and last floors, 

in the dissipative area of the beams, is 7.5 cm and the stirrups diameters for beam-column nodes of 

columns B, C and B’ are 10 mm only for the last floors. The summary of the modifications in terms 

of constitutive laws, according to [54], together with the reinforcement arrangements are depicted in 

Fig. 12. 
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Fig. 12 CPE+springs model: (a) Constitutive laws of concrete in compression; (b) longitudinal and transverse 

reinforcement of the dissipative area of the beams in the cross-sections of Fig. 3(a) and in the beam-column nodes. 

Another improvement regards the adoption of additional rebars to enhance the tying effect of the 

longitudinal reinforcement, which is beneficial in case of a column loss. With this aim, the side face 

rebars are added to the CSE+springs model, as also suggested in a good design practise. Hence, two 

levels (placed at around 1/3 and 2/3 of the beam height) of 2ϕ16 are arranged continuously along each 

beam length for all the five floors, while maintaining the continuity, section symmetry and global 

floor equality. This new model is identified as “CSE+springs+rebars” model. This additional 

reinforcement has been verified for ULSs, SLSs and seismic capacity design verifications, thus no 
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other modifications are applied with respect to the CSE+springs model. The section reinforcement 

characteristics are presented in Fig. 11(c). 

In Fig. 13, the results of these three improvements in terms of capacity curves are shown. The 

transition towards catenary effects is visible from both horizontal (Fig. 13(b,d,f)) and vertical (Fig. 

13(c,e,g)) displacements of the beam-column nodes.  
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Fig. 13 Results of the pushdown analyses for the column C removal: (a) capacity curves; (b),(d),(f) horizontal 

displacements of the beam-column nodes for CSE+springs, CPE+springs and CSE+springs+rebars models; (c),(e),(g) 

vertical displacements of the beam-column nodes for CSE+springs, CPE+springs and CSE+springs+rebars models. 

It is interesting to observe that by applying the criterion of global floor equality (i.e., CSE+springs 

model), the capacity curve presents a high flexural peak followed by an important catenary phase but 
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the resistance drop persists during the transition from arching to catenary behaviour. On the other 

hand, by adopting the criterion of partial equal reinforcement (i.e., CPE+springs model) the 

resistance drop is considerably reduced but failures of the stirrups close to the central columns occur, 

at an imposed displacement of around 40 cm. In the CSE+springs model, there is an increase of both 

flexural and ultimate resistance, differently from the CPE+springs model, with respect to the 

CS+springs model. In the CSE+springs model, the beginning of the transition towards catenary is 

slightly anticipated (at around 15 cm), as well as in the CPE+springs model with the advantage of a 

reduced amount of reinforcement. Note that any structural response in the transition phase (i.e., 

around 40 cm) can be unstable due to the resistance drop, especially, for the CSE+springs model. 

Regarding the adoption of the side face rebars (i.e., CSE+springs+rebars model), this drop is 

completely prevented, since the additional reinforcement helps in reducing the mechanical effort at 

the concrete level. This means a reduced damage level of the RC frame. In addition, both flexural 

peak and ultimate resistance increase. Another very important advantage provided by the side face 

rebars is that the beginning of the transition towards catenary effect starts considerably earlier than 

the previous cases, i.e., at a displacement of around 10 cm (i.e., meaning a rotation angle of around 

0.02). In fact, Fig. 13(b,d,f) demonstrate that the catenary effect is activated more than 10 cm earlier 

when the side face rebars are included.  

The ultimate strain for the longitudinal reinforcement (i.e., 18%) is reached in the lower bars close to 

the central column for the CSE+springs model and CPE+springs model, while it occurs in the upper 

side face rebars close to the columns B and B’ for the CSE+springs+rebars model. Fig. 13(a) shows 

also intermediate values of the reinforcement deformations between 10% and 18%.  

The ultimate bending resistance of the orthogonal beams is reached at the end of the catenary path 

for both CSE+springs and CPE+springs models, while is never reached in CSE+springs+rebars 

model. In this way, it is underlined that if the side face rebars are added in the orthogonal frames, 

there is also the advantage that the ultimate bending resistance is never overcome in the orthogonal 

beams. The resistance capacity associated to the horizontal shear resistance is never overcome. 

6.4. Combinations of the improvements for minimum design suggestions 

The previous subsections have demonstrated how the longitudinal reinforcement arrangement plays 

an important role in developing the catenary effect and guarantying enough resistance against the 

accidental column loss. However, the increase of the total amount of reinforcement with respect to 

the STANDARD design can be seen conflictual with sustainability principles, especially, regarding 

the economic issue. For this reason, different design strategies with different combinations of the 

proposed improvements are also considered in this subsection. 
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Fig. 14 C+springs+rebars model: (a) Constitutive laws of concrete in compression; (b) longitudinal and transverse 

reinforcement of the dissipative area of the beams in the cross-sections of Fig. 3(a) and in the beam-column nodes. 

One proposal is to consider the continuity together with the presence of two levels (placed at around 

1/3 and 2/3 of the beam height) of 2ϕ16 as side face rebars in all the five floors in addition to the 

lateral springs (Fig. 14(b)). This new model is identified as “C+springs+rebars”. The additional 

presence of the side face rebars implies a change in the stirrup step of the dissipative area for the 
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beams in all the floors from 10 cm to 7.5 cm, to respect the seismic verifications within the cyclic 

design approach. The other structural elements were verified and are the same of the C model. These 

modifications, according to [54], are shown in Fig. 14. 
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Fig. 15 CPE+springs+rebars model: (a) Constitutive laws of concrete in compression; (b) longitudinal and transverse 

reinforcement of the dissipative area of the beams in the cross-sections of Fig. 3(a) and in the beam-column nodes. 
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Fig. 16 Results of the displacement-controlled pushdown analyses for the column C removal: (a) capacity curves; 

(b),(d) horizontal displacements of the beam-column nodes for C+springs+rebars and CPE+springs+rebars models; 

(c),(e) vertical displacements of the beam-column nodes for C+springs+rebars and CPE+springs+rebars models. 

The other proposal is to add the side face rebars in all the five floors to the model with partial floor 

equality, herein defined as CPE+springs+rebars model (Fig. 15(b)). In this case, to respect the 
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capacity design principles, it was necessary to change the stirrups step from 10 cm to 7.5 cm in the 

remaining floors with respect to the CPE+springs model (Section 6.3). The modifications, according 

to [54], are shown in Fig. 15. 

The results of these new two models for the first failure scenario (i.e., the removal of column C), are 

shown in Fig. 16. In both cases, the flexural peaks and ultimate resistances are higher than the 

corresponding values of the CS+springs model, whereas the flexural peaks are lower with respect to 

the CSE+springs+rebars model. In both models, the activation of catenary response permits to reach 

a stable structural performance. In detail, the transition to catenary behaviour activates at a 

displacement of around 15 cm with a rotation angle of around 0.03 in both models. These last two 

results are very important and are similar to the displacement achieved in the CSE+springs+rebars 

model. Failures of the stirrups close to the collapsed column are registered during the post-transition 

phase at an imposed displacement of around 45 cm for the CPE+springs+rebars model, after the 

catenary activation. Fig. 16(a) also shows the different levels of deformation in the rebars for 

increasing vertical displacement. 

It is noteworthy that the presence of side face rebars is also beneficial in reducing the resistance gap 

between the flexural peak and the resistance of the capacity curve during the transition towards 

catenary action. This is essential to find a stable energy equivalence [41] since the lower the gap, the 

larger is the internal energy provided by the structure in case of sudden column loss. 

All these aspects emphasize the important role of the side face rebars in anticipating the catenary 

effects, because their presence permits to reach a stable response earlier with the possibility to reduce 

the damage level in concrete regarding both “life-safety” and “near-collapse” LSs. Additionally, the 

combination of the continuity together with partial floor equality represents an effective alternative 

strategy in substitution of the symmetry suggestion to limit the increase of the longitudinal rebars. 

The ultimate bending resistance of the orthogonal beams is reached at the end of the catenary path 

for both models, while is never overcome in the orthogonal beams if side face rebars are considered 

in the orthogonal frames. At the same time, the resistance capacity associated to the horizontal shear 

resistance is never overcome. 

7. THE SECOND FAILURE SCENARIO: NLFE ANALYSES OF THE RC MR FRAME 

FOR SOME ROBUSTNESS IMPROVEMENTS 

This section describes the second failure scenario with the removal of column B. In detail, some 

useful robustness suggestions proposed for the first failure configuration are herein tested for the 

second failure scenario. According to the procedure explained in Subsection 6.2, the springs have 

been re-calibrated as shown in Fig. 17 and the corresponding values are listed in Table 3. 

 
A            B             C            B’           A’ 

 

      

        
         z 

x 
 

Fig. 17 Springs positions (in blue) within the frame under study in ATENA-2D for the second failure scenario. 

Table 3: Elastic spring stiffness for the different floors for column B removal. 

 

Spring Stiffness 

column A  

[N/m] 

Spring Stiffness 

column C 

[N/m] 

Spring Stiffness 

column B’ 

[N/m] 

Spring Stiffness 

column A’ 

[N/m] 

1st floor 7.468E+06 9.747E+07 1.685E+08 9.766E+07 
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2nd floor 7.210E+06 7.128E+07 1.031E+08 7.138E+07 

3rd floor 6.954E+06 5.283E+07 6.854E+07 5.288E+07 

4th floor 6.684E+06 4.119E+07 5.013E+07 4.120E+07 

5th floor 6.309E+06 3.288E+07 3.837E+07 3.289E+07 
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Fig. 18 Results of the pushdown analyses for the column B removal: (a) capacity curves; (b),(d),(f) horizontal 

displacements of the beam-column nodes for CSE+springs, CPE+springs and CSE+springs+rebars models; (c),(e),(g) 

vertical displacements of the beam-column nodes for CSE+springs, CPE+springs and CSE+springs+rebars models. 

The results in terms of capacity curves for the second failure scenario (i.e., removal of column B) are 

shown in Fig. 18-Fig. 19 considering the same combinations of the proposed improvements 
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discussed, respectively, in Subsection 6.2 (i.e., CSE+springs, CPE+springs and CSE+springs+rebars 

models) and Subsection 6.3 (i.e., C+springs+rebars and CPE+springs+rebars models).  

Since this column removal implies a lower contribution provided by the orthogonal frames, the 

flexural peaks are relatively lower with respect to the same models of the first failure scenario as well 

as the catenary effect is less pronounced with a delay in the beginning. As observed in Fig. 18(a), the 

same deformation levels in the reinforcement rebars are achieved for lower displacements in 

comparison with the first failure scenario. 
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Fig. 19 Results of the pushdown analyses for the column B removal: (a) capacity curves; (b),(d) horizontal 

displacements of the beam-column nodes for C+springs+rebars and CPE+springs+rebars models; (c),(e) vertical 

displacements of the beam-column nodes for C+springs+rebars and CPE+springs+rebars models. 

Similar conclusions can be drawn regarding the side face rebars: their presence is able to increase the 

flexural peak and anticipates the beginning of the transition towards the catenary effects (i.e., at a 

displacement of around 20 cm - Fig. 18(f)), if compared to the cases where the side face rebars are 

absent (i.e., at displacements of around 35 cm - Fig. 18(b,d)). In addition, failure of the stirrups occurs 

at 45 cm and 40 cm for the CSE+springs+rebars and CPE+springs+rebars models, respectively.  

As for the minimum design suggestions (Fig. 19), the flexural peaks are slightly lower with respect 

to the CSE+springs+rebars model and the transition to catenary occurs for displacements slightly 

higher than 20 cm for the C+springs+rebars and CPE+springs+rebars models. Even in these 

models, a failure of the stirrups in the beams close to the collapsed column is registered at a 
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displacement of around 35 cm for the C+springs+rebars model and around 45 cm for the 

CPE+springs+rebars model.  

In the second failure scenario, the ultimate bending resistance of the orthogonal frame is reached for 

lower displacements with respect to the first failure scenario. However, the side face rebars in the 

orthogonal beams permit to postpone the failures at larger displacements. The resistance capacity 

associated to the horizontal shear resistance is never overcome. 

It can be deduced that the continuity and partial floor equality, in substitution of the symmetry, 

combined with the side face rebars can represent a good compromise between robustness and 

sustainability principles also for the second failure scenario, since it is possible to reach a high flexural 

resistance followed by a catenary behaviour adopting a lower amount of reinforcement with respect 

to other solutions.  

It is noteworthy to highlight that reliability analyses combined with an energetic approach [41] are 

necessary to validate the conclusions derived from the both failure scenarios by determining the safety 

level for the different design suggestions herein proposed. 

8. CONCLUSIONS 

The study has concerned a parametric analysis on 2D RC MR frames, designed in a highly seismic 

area. Numerical results have shown that the seismic criteria and construction details adopted 

following the current code rules, although they may be favourable with regard to robustness, cannot 

be sufficient to avoid a disproportionate collapse in case of loss of a base column.  

Subsequently, some design improvements are suggested respecting always the seismic design code 

provisions by means of a cyclic design procedure. In detail, considering the influence of the lateral 

stiffness of the orthogonal frames, different configurations of the longitudinal reinforcement bars of 

the beam have been proposed in order to take advantages of the continuity and Vierendeel effects in 

the floors as well as the benefits of accounting for the side face reinforcement bars in the beams. For 

the different combinations of the proposed suggestions, 2D NLFE pushdown analyses of the whole 

frames have been performed by imposing a monotonically increasing vertical displacement at the 

point of the column removal. Two failure scenarios have been examined. Specifically, numerical 

simulations on the frames characterised by the proposed design modifications regarding the 

longitudinal reinforcement of the beams (i.e., continuity, global or partial equality in the floors in 

addition or in substitution of the symmetry) have revealed a great improvement for the robust 

behaviour in terms of both flexural and catenary response. Furthermore, the numerical outcomes have 

demonstrated the very useful role of the side face rebars in increasing the flexural peak and 

anticipating the transition to catenary behaviour for displacements equal to 10 cm or 20 cm (i.e., 

rotation angle of 0.02 or 0.04), as function of the considered failure scenario. By this way, a reduction 

of the damage level in the RC frame can be achieved with a stable structural response even in the 

case of large displacements. Another important role of the side face rebars is to guarantee the ultimate 

resistance of the beams in the orthogonal frames, as demonstrated, especially, for the second failure 

scenario. It follows that these achievements can be very functional to respect both life safety and near-

collapse LSs. 

Other considerations have followed in order to reduce the total amount of reinforcement by providing 

minimum design suggestions able to ensure an adequate robustness in line with sustainability 

principles. These different design strategies have also demonstrated to be very effective in terms of 

both flexural peak and catenary behaviour. Specifically, the continuity and partial floor equality, in 

substitution of the symmetry, combined with the side face rebars can represent a good compromise 

between robust and sustainability principles, as demonstrated for the both failure scenarios. These 

solutions permit to reach a high flexural resistance, followed by a catenary behaviour for rotation 

angles between 0.03 and 0.04, as function of the considered failure scenario, adopting a lower amount 

of reinforcement with respect to other solutions.  

All the abovementioned advantages deriving from the proposed design suggestions are effective to 

increase the robustness by improving the mechanical response of a frame within a 3D building. This 
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is very useful in any structure and can be functional, especially, for buildings where slabs present 

joists along only one direction. Moreover, the outcomes showed the compatibility between robustness 

and earthquake engineering criteria through the proposed cyclic design procedure. With the scope to 

select the most appropriate combination between the different design suggestions, reliability analyses 

combined with an energetic approach are necessary to determine the corresponding safety level. 
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